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WHAT: Delhi Universi-
ty is all set to

conduct the final year exami-
nations from July 1, 2020. The
exam would be held as open
book examination mode. DU
had asked its teachers to pre-
pare two sets of papers — one
for online open book exami-
nation and another for the
pen-paper examination. Those
who have internet and com-
puter or laptop will appear in
online open examination in
July; rest will appear in pen-
paper exam for which time is
not specified.

HOW: Under the open
book examination,

students will be able to refer
books, notes and other study
materials to answer the ques-
tions. Sitting at their homes,
they can download question
papers for their respective
course from the portal. They
are required to upload their
answers in two hours.
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The Italian car
manufacturer
has partnered

with Danish toy mak-
er LEGO to create a
model version of one
of their cars. LEGO
has created, in part-
nership with the car-
maker, a 3,696 piece,
1:8 scale model of
the Lamborghini
Sian FKP 37.

Despite losing one arm,
Zhang Jiacheng hopes
to never lose his love for

basketball or willingness to im-
prove his skills on the court. The
13-year-old recently gained wide
attention from netizens in Chi-
na, when a video of his excel-

lent dribbling skills in a one-on-
one situation was posted online.
In the video, Zhang displayed
his dribbling abilities in front
of a defence made up of sever-
al professional basketball play-
ers. It  received a loud cheer
from people watching online.

Born in southern
Chinese province of
Guangdong, Zhang lost
his right arm in an
accident when he was

five years old. Zhang,
however, decided to face

the hardship, and not let
fate reign over his life. His

dream  is to become a basket-
ball player

As Elon Musk-run SpaceX
sent two NASA astro-
nauts to the Interna-

tional Space Station (ISS) on-
board the reusable Falcon 9
rocket, the US space agency said
the mission is an important step
on the path to expand human
exploration to the Moon and
Mars. NASA astronauts Robert
Behnken and Douglas Hurley

docked successfully at ISS
on Sunday. 

➤Known as NASA's SpaceX Demo-2, the mission is an end-to-end
test flight to validate the SpaceX crew transportation system,
including launch, in-orbit, docking and landing operations

This is SpaceX's second spaceflight test of its Crew Dragon, and its
first test with astronauts aboard. It will pave the way for its certifi-
cation for regular crew flights to the station 

SPACE

UNTAMED BY GLENNON
DOYLE
In this amazing
part-memoir, the
author explores
what it means to
live a life that
doesn’t comply
with society’s
expectations.
Read this if you
have ever felt self-conscious about
being yourself. Learn to love your
true self
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Build your own Lamborghini

OPEN BOOK EXAMINATION 

X PLAINED

PROS
IItt  ssaavveess  ppaappeerr. Saving
paper means saving trees.
Secure: Each student gets
a random set of questions.
So, chances of cheating is
minimal. Besides, questions
can’t be shared with others

CONS
Time-consuming:
Sometimes, students take a
lot of time finding out some
topics. Also, they look for
books rather than using
their own knowledge and
skills.
Casual approach: Students
may become casual while
approaching the exam, as
they may feel they can take
the help of books while
attempting questions

Though open books help with facts
and description, it cannot help in con-
ceptual and application-based ques-
tions as you need a basic conceptual
knowledge to attempt such ques-

tions.
It requires thorough
preparations as you need
to know the exact pages
where you will find your answers. 

ARE OPEN BOOK EXAMS DIFFICULT?

Ongoing environmen-
tal changes are trans-
forming forests world-

wide, resulting in shorter and
younger trees with broad impacts
on global ecosystems, warn re-
searchers. A global study showed
how rising temperatures, carbon
dioxide have been altering the
world's forests, caused by severi-
ty of disturbances, such as wild-
fire, drought, wind damage and
other natural enemies, re-
searchers said.

GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE LEADING TO
SHORTER, YOUNGER TREES: STUDY

ENVIRONMENT

➤The globally-averaged tree size has declined over the last century.
It is likely to decline further due to continuing environmental changes
➤The findings showed that high levels of tree loss lead to an imbal-
ance in three important characteristics of a diverse and thriving for-
est: recruitment, which is the addition of new seedlings to a commu-
nity; growth, the net increase in biomass or carbon; and mortality,
the death of forest trees 

TECH BUZZ

Facebook has rolled out a new app for
iOS and Android called 'Venue', which
aims to provide an interactive sec-

ond-screen experience for live events. The
digital companion app, developed by Face-
book's New Product Experimentation (NPE)
team, is the third app in the last few weeks.

FACEBOOK LAUNCHES NEW APP TO MAKE LIVE
EVENTS MORE SOCIAL

➤ FB will first test Venue with The National Association for Stock
Car Auto Racing’s  Food City, presenting the Supermarket Heroes

500 race on May 31. The service has been compared to
Twitter's live event streaming capabilities, offering

fans a place to gather and respond to
events in real time

SPACEX LAUNCH A KEY STEP TO REACH
MOON, MARS: NASA

GET INSPIRED

ONE-ARMED TEENAGE BASKETBALL 
PLAYER IS AN ONLINE SENSATION IN CHINA

WEAR AND CARE FOR YOUR MASK
It is the 
first line of
defence in the
fight against
coronavirus.
Follow these
tips to ensure
you are
wearing your
mask properly

Single-use masks can be worn
for a few hours before they
get replaced. So, if you are
going to be outdoors for
longer, carry several masks
with you. If the mask gets
torn. damaged or wet, discard
immediately. While taking off
the mask, first wash your
hands. Then remove the mask
without touching the poten-
tially contaminated front sec-
tion. Discard it in a closed bin.

HOW TO STORE ITHow to wear it
➤ The mask should cover
your nose and mouth; don’t
wear it around the forehead
like a bandana; never hang it
around the neck like a scarf.
➤ Under no circumstances,
should you share your mask
with anyone.
➤ To put your mask, first wash
your hands. Then, holding the
mask by its strings, fit it snug-
ly over your mouth, nose and
chin, and fasten it in place.
➤ Ensure that the mask fits
correctly; one that doesn't fit
right may slip or be uncom-
fortable, tempting you to keep
adjusting it constantly.

HOW TO CLEAN IT: If it's not a single-use mask, wash
it after each use. Use a mild detergent, then dry it. Storing
the mask in freezers isn't recommended. Check the mask for
signs of wear as the material degrades after washing

SIAN FKP 37
➤ A hybrid model, showcased at the 2019
Frankfurt Auto Show, Sian is the most powerful
car, the Italian manufacturer has produced so
far ➤The scale model also has a replica of the
V12 engine; a moveable rear spoiler; front and

rear suspension; and steering powered by a
wheel complete with the Automobili
Lamborghini badge. ➤LEGO’s hyper-realistic
scale model also has scissor doors, which
reveal the intricately recreated cockpit, with a
fully-functioning eight-speed sequential gear-
box controlled by a movable paddle gear shift.

THIS IS GOING TO HURT
BY ADAM KAY
Written as a
series of diary
entries, this book
presents the
insights of a jun-
ior doctor during
his medical train-
ing from 2004 to
2010. A rib tick-
ling funny read

BRAIDING SWEETGRASS
BY ROBIN WALL
KIMMERER
Read it if you feel
caring for your
plants is impor-
tant. The author,
a botanist and a
native American,
writes a non-fic-
tion book in
which she asks
many pertinent questions about
botany 

BLACK ON BOTH SIDES:
A RACIAL
HISTORY OF
TRANS
IDENTITY BY
C RILEY
SNORTON 
Set in the post-
war era, this book
looks at the erasure of mid-century
trans narratives.

In her latest post on Instagram,
the Harry Potter actress shared
‘completely unmissable essen-
tials from quarantine reading’
list. Take a look...

SOUTHWEST MONSOON
WHAT: The southwest monsoon made

an onset over Kerala on June
1, marking the commencement of the four-month
long rainfall season, the India Meteorological De-
partment said.

WHEN: The four-month monsoon sea-
son from June to September

accounts for 75 per cent of rainfall in the coun-
try.

WHERE: Monsoon, a
seasonal

change in the direction of the pre-
vailing or strongest winds of a
region, causes wet and dry sea-
sons throughout much of the
tropics. Monsoon is often asso-
ciated with the Indian Ocean,
and always blows from cold to

warm regions

The word 'mon-
soon' is derived

from the Arabic word,
mausim, meaning season 
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ITS SIGNIFICANCE

➤ Nearly half of India’s farmland, without any
irrigation cover, depends on the annual mon-
soon to grow crops, such as rice, corn, tea,
cane, cotton and soyabean. 
➤ Industries are also reliant on monsoon as a
great deal of electricity in the region is pro-
duced by hydroelectric power plants, driven by

water collected during the monsoons
➤ Lack of rainfall during the monsoon season,
or heavy rainfall cause great damage to the
economy

CLICK HERE:
WWW.TOISTUDENT.COM

Who is WHO's
biggest funder?
Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation (BMGF)
After US President Donald Trump termi-
nated its relationship with the World Health
Organisation (WHO),BMGF is set to become
the biggest funder of the organisation. A
private foundation becoming the biggest
funder, and hence the biggest influence, on
a United Nations agency would be a first.

Interestingly, among the top 10 donors to
the organisation, only four are member

countries and one is the European Commission.
The rest are all non-state actors or philanthro-
pies. When the WHO was constituted, its con-
stitution stipulated that it should primarily be
financed through regular contributions from
member countries, called "assessed contribu-
tions", relative to the country’s wealth and
population. However, the reluctance of member
countries to increase the assessed annual con-
tributions has made it dependent on voluntary
contributions from countries and non-state
actors, weakening its autonomy

ALERT: Meanwhile, the Met dept has
also issued a warning for cyclone
‘Nisarga’, brewing in the Arabian Sea


